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Does anyone read translated Arabic literature?
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A 

t the annual Shubbak 
Literature Festival in 
London, a panel of dis-
tinguished Arabic lan-
guage writers and trans-

lators disagreed on the popularity 
of Arabic literature in the English 
language.

The session, which was led by 
British-Syrian writer Robin Yassin-
Kassab at the British Library, aimed 
to explain the significant growth in 
the availability of works by Arab au-
thors in the English language in re-
cent years, as well as the rise in the 
number of Arab authors winning 
mainstream literary prizes.

The panel, which included 
award-winning Iraqi poet and nov-
elist Sinan Antoon; British Palestin-
ian novelist and playwright Selma 
Dabbagh; Marcia Lynx Qualey, 
founder of the Arabic Literature in 
English website; and author, schol-
ar and translator Daniel Newman, 
gave its assessment of this phe-
nomenon, which ranged from the 
optimistic to the cynical.

Antoon dismissed the no-
tion that Arabic literature 
is gaining prominence 
in the English language. 
“A lot of what gets trans-
lated falls under what I call 
‘forensic interests’ and it’s 
not as literature; it’s anthro-
pology, ethnography or getting 
into the Arab mind and that is not 
very good. So I don’t think there is 

a rise.” he told the packed audito-
rium.

Antoon said that in the 1980s, 
thanks to the critiques of Oriental-
ism, there was a shift away from 
so-called Islamic to actual Ara-
bic literature and, with the works 
of Edward Said and others, there 
was then an interest in translating 
contemporary Arabic literature. 

“With the events of 9/11 in 2001, it 
brought back and re-enshrined the 
whole discourse about the clash of 
civilisations and then we have a re-
turn to all things Islamic,” he said.

Another issue Antoon highlight-
ed was the involvement of Gulf 
funding in the Arabic literary world, 
which he described as “quite sinis-
ter”, while labelling it the “Gulfini-

sation of Arab culture”.
“Something like Blooms-
bury Qatar [Foundation 
Publishing], which takes 
the Bloomsbury name then 

publishes not necessarily the 
best literature that comes out 

in Arabic but certain books. 
They also commission certain 

books and then censor them 
and they don’t get pub-

lished,” Antoon said.
Antoon criticised the 

International Prize for 
Arabic Fiction — the 

co-called Arabic Book-
er — which is funded by 

the Abu Dhabi Tourism 
and Culture Authority, say-

ing it “gives money to translate 
certain books that are on its own 

short list, which are not necessarily 
the best books that come out,” he 
said. “The disparity between what 
people think is Arabic literature in 
English and actual Arabic literature 
is huge.”

Giving a more optimistic assess-
ment, Qualey said the numbers 
tell a different story. “In terms of 
the number of books there has cer-
tainly been a rise, according to the 
latest Literature Across Frontiers 
report, Arabic was the highest mi-

nority language followed by Japa-
nese, so there are more books be-
ing brought out numbers-wise,” 
she said.

Qualey highlighted the merits 
of Arabic literature in English, de-
scribing it as almost a metaphysi-
cal experience. “Arabic novels 
come from a different tradition, so 
you are bringing a different thing 
into English, you are feeding it 
1,500 years of different forms of lit-
erary expression,” she said.

She went on to say that answer-
ing the question of “Why should 
someone read Arabic literature in 
English?” could be answered by an-
swering the question “Why do we 
read?”

“Reading is freedom and reading 
outside of my tradition, from a dif-
ferent way of constructing litera-
ture is tremendously freeing and 
Arabic literature has 1,500 years of 
different word usage,” Qualey said. 
“So it’s a moment where I can be 
outside of myself. It’s incredible.”

Arabic literature appearing in 
English is by no means a new 
phenomenon, with translations 
dating to Ameen Rihani’s The Book 
of Khalid, published in 1911, and 
Gibran Kahlil Gibran’s ground-
breaking The Prophet, published in 
1923.

Arabic literature in English went 
through a resurgence starting in 

1988, after Egyptian novelist Na-
guib Mahfouz won the Nobel Prize 
for Literature. As a result, more 
Arabic works were translated into 
English. The introduction of the In-
ternational Prize for Arabic Fiction 
in 2007 also gave modern Arabic lit-
erature a boost in popularity.

Yassin-Kassab, the moderator for 
the July 25th event, emphasised 
how prevalent Arabic literature in 
English is today compared to the 
past.

“When I was a student, just about 
the only stuff in terms of literature 
that was translated and available in 
bookshops was Naguib Mahfouz, 
the Nobel prize winner, and Naw-
al el-Saadawi,” he said, “but now 
when you look on Amazon, there 
suddenly seems to be a lot more 
stuff.”

Arabic literature in 
English went 
through a resurgence 
starting in 1988
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Street poetry returns to Tunis
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

A 

young man stood at the 
centre of the crowd near 
the historical Dar Las-
ram palace in the Tunis 
medina. People sat on 

the palace steps and others stood 
watching the young man, budding 
poet Hamdi Majdoub, as he asked 
his audience to repeat after him the 
opening sentence of his text. With 
those words, street poetry had re-
turned.

Street poetry comes back at a del-
icate time for Tunisians as earlier 
on the day of Majdoub’s reading, 
Tunisian President Beji Caid Esseb-
si announced a state of emergency 
for the country, a week after the ter-
rorist attack in Sousse.

However, exactly at 10pm, the 
palace was crowded with poetry 
fans as well as Tunisians out for a 
stroll. The place, despite fear and 
tension, was buzzing with life and 
energy.

Starting in 2012, street poetry — 
“the words of the street” — began 
as an initiative of three young Tu-
nisians.

“The idea of street poetry started 
back in July 25, 2012. I was joined 
by Majd Mastoura and Hamdi Ma-
jdoub,” said Amine Gharbi, one of 
the street poetry organisers. “The 
three of us constituted a founding 
cell.

“We would love to have more 
people join so the idea of the pro-
ject does not depend on people 
only and should continue if the 
three of us are not available.”

That is what led to the hiatus as 
the three founders were involved in 
other projects and the need to get 
other people involved.

“A lot of people asked why the 
event stopped,” Majdoub said. 
“Perhaps there was the feeling that  
this experience needed to evolve 
beyond just being a spontaneous 
gathering of people. We felt we 
needed to evolve ourselves which 
also explains how each one of us 
got involved in different projects to 
have a new breath.”

But the central reasons for the 
event never faded and so in July, 
new gatherings came about.

“The main objective of street po-
etry is to promote writing in Tuni-
sian dialect and to use the public 
space as a space for cultural activi-
ties,” he said. “We chose to work in 
the street for many reasons. First, 
the choice is symbolic as the streets 
and public spaces in Tunisia used 
to be ruled and dominated by the 
police. We did not have the right to 
use the public space before.

“We also wanted to take a differ-
ent direction of approaching cul-
tural scene in Tunisia, which is to 
go to the streets, attract passers-by 
instead of staying in a theatre or a 
cultural centre and wait for people 
to come. In our project, the specta-
tor can also be a participant with 
his texts and observations. The 
meetings are highly interactive.”

The organisers envisioned street 
poetry as a promotion of the Tu-
nisian dialect in prose and poetry.  
The Tunisian dialect has gained 
popularity among young Tunisians, 
who wanted to explore the beauty 
of the language.

“We still encourage using the 
dialect because it wasn’t given its 
rightful position. You can feel that 
the spirit of the Tunisian dialect 
still needs to be encouraged and 
promoted,” Majdoub said.

“It is true today that we see the 
Tunisian dialect accepted in the 
media… but the dialect of the youth 
is still marginalised. It is constantly 
evolving and it is important to keep 
this evolution going. That can only 
be possible if we provide space for 
this dialect to be exposed.”

As more people stepped to the 
centre to read their texts, passers-
by stopped to listen. Most seemed 
to interact and enjoy the themes 

that the texts covered.
One 60-year-old woman ap-

peared to greatly enjoy the show.
“I am following their stories since 

they started tonight and I really ap-
preciate that they use the Tunisian 
dialect. You can‘t tell many things 
unless you express them in the 
dialect you identify with,” Khadija 
said.

“This reminds me of a ritual we 
used to have. There used to be a 
storyteller who would come to the 
medina and gather people around 
him to tell them stories about the 
people who live here, about the 
streets and about the alley. These 
young people are doing something 
similar, which I really enjoyed.”

Despite the success of the event, 
the organisers expressed apprehen-
sion concerning the future of street 
art in Tunisia.

“The future seems difficult for 
movements that work in the street. 
First, these movements require in-

dependent management, which 
is financially difficult. Second, 
the current context of the country 
makes it hard for people to gather in 
a public place for a cultural activity 
especially with the recent terrorist 
threats. The government would not 
authorise meetings in similar cir-
cumstances,” Gharbi stated.

He added: “We have encountered 
harassment by the police in the be-
ginning but we tried to communi-
cate and explain to them the spirit 
of our activities. It is understand-
able to receive such a reaction for 
our police are not used to having a 
crowd at a public cultural event. In 
the mentality of police, any gather-
ing of people is that of opposition 
and an attempt to overthrow the 

government. It is a reaction deep-
ly rooted in their minds but they 
became more understanding and 
even secured some of our previous 
meetings.”

Street poetry continues to ani-
mate Tunis and other parts of Tuni-
sia. Perhaps its success stems from 
its appeal to different categories 
and its inclusion of all different 
types of writings on the one con-
dition it is expressed in Tunisian 
Arabic.

“I have only started writing a 
couple of years ago in Tunisian 
dialect and I feel more comfort-
able expressing myself that way. 
It is original and unique and the 
Tunisian dialect will be revived 
and preserved,” Yasmine Allouch, 
a 17-year-old student and partici-
pant, stated.

Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and 
Culture contributor for The Arab 
Weekly based in Tunis.

Safa Borji reading her text.
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